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Learning objectives

1. Develop skills for delivering 
effective feedback.

2. Share these skills with faculty at 
your local institutions.



What does good feedback 
look like?
Real life example…

Summary of comments from single faculty on 
residents over 4 years…
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Is this 
effective 

feedback???
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Why is feedback important?

Slide courtesy of Darcy Reed, MD

Michael Swango seemed like model 
physician.

Where ever he worked, patients began 
dying under suspicious circumstances.

Doctors repeatedly accepted the word 
of fellow physicians over that of 
nurses, hospital employees, and 

patients.

Michael Swango was involved in 
up to 60 fatal poisonings of 

patients and colleagues.

Systematic breakdown in 
feedback!



Why is feedback important?



Why is feedback important?
“Well, the word is that earlier this year they 

basically read Hasan the riot act and they said, 
you - this is it, you know, it's now or never. And 

they say, according to his supervisors, he did 
improve. He started showing up on time, he was 
more focused. So, they said, you know, let's let 

him go to Fort Hood and let's hope he does even 
better there.”

Daniel Zwerdling, NPR, November 10, 2009

available at 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=120266836



Why is feedback important?

Because it is our 
responsibility as 

educators to help every 
learner be the best he or 

she can possibly be!



Are we doing a good job 
giving feedback?



60% of faculty feel they give 

frequent feedback 

20% of fellows feel that they 

receive frequent feedback

Are we doing a good job giving 
feedback?

Cullen MW. JACC 2015; 66(6): 748-53.



What limits feedback?

74% of faculty cited time as 
main reason for not 

providing verbal feedback. 

~50% of faculty cited time as 
main reason for not 

providing written feedback. 



How long do you need to work 
with someone to accurately 
assess their performance?

Eva KW, et al. JAMA 2012; 308(21): 2233-40.

8 minutes of focused observation 
aggregated over 12 observers 

predicted licensing exam 
performance.

Feedback takes time….

But not that much time…



Feedback example…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb9ARJdM81I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb9ARJdM81I


Delivering effective feedback

• Take the time

• Focus on learner goals

• Solicit reflection

• Emphasize behaviors

•Deliver in the moment

•Schedule
•Label• Identify needs early
•Learner determined, teacher adjusted
• If concordant  Supplement, discuss next steps
• If discordant  Explore, reconcile
•Action oriented
•Criterion-based
•Timely
•“Praise in public, scold in private”



Teaching the teachers
Providing faculty development in feedback

1. Set the example

2. Obtain support from leadership

3. Find an example

4. Show the data

5. Build their “Feedback Toolbox”
• Avoid the “Feedback Gap”  Label it!
• Focus on learner goals
• Encourage reflection
• Emphasize behaviors
• Make feedback timely
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Does this 
type of 
feedback 
help a 
learner?

Courtesy of Suzanne Norby, MD



Take home points

1. Practice giving regular, timely, 
behavior based feedback that 
emphasizes learner goals and is 
initiated by learner reflection.

2. Set the example for your faculty.

3. Focus on simple tips to build your 
faculty’s “Feedback Toolbox.”



Thank you!

cullen.michael@mayo.edu



Regular feedback works!

Courtesy of Paul Sorajja, MD

Sub-optimally performing fellow 
improves with regular feedback


